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ABSTRACT

A Framework For Secure Applications W ith QoS
by
Ajay Kanagala
Dr Ajoy K Datta, Examination Committee Chair
Professor o f Computer Science
University o f Nevada, Las \ egas

In this thesis we propose a solution to support Quality o f Service (QoS) network
communication transactions modeled on differentiated

services and economic

principles We propose an enhanced user-level negotiation protocol where transactions
are accomplished in a secure mode and where resource allocations are simple and fair
With the availability o f inexpensive network monitoring hardware, any issue dealing
with network security becomes a priority Current networks must support multiple
levels o f service over a single network connection Differentiated levels o f service
create new resource management problems for network middleware Just as a first
class passenger is w illing to pay the premium for superior service, today's customers
are ready to pay extra for preferential treatment o f their network traffic We cannot
have a separate airplane for each first class passenger, sim ilarly we cannot have a
separate network connection for each o f our customers Therefore, the bulk o f network
traffic must flow through shared lines
concept

in

the

Resource management is a fundamental

design

of

operating

111
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systems

and is quickly becoming one o f the most important concepts in network operating
svstem design
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
Current network framew orks are designed on the principle o f best effort There is no
guaranteed bandwidth for any particular application that might request secure and
preferential treatment to its data As the number o f active applications on the same
network grows, the smaller is the part that is available for each individual application
Indeed, data highways also have their traffic jams and rush hours Since there is no
reserved bandwidth, it is difficult to use synchronous applications like video on the
Internet and other local intranets Technically it is possible to reserve some bandwidth,
but this is not always possible when lines and routers are shared with other
organizations Taking this tremendous growth in traffic into account, increasing the
bandwidth was seen as a possible solution to the problem But this problem was more
than a simple capacity issue It was based on the type o f traffic that w as flowing through
the network The network traffic had not only increased in volume, it had also changed
its nature New breeds o f Internet applications were taking over the network in the areas
o f multimedia, telephony, etc Each o f them not only required sufficient bandwidth, but
they are also involved other issues like strict timing requirements, multicasting
capabilities etc These applications require more than just the "best-effort" that the
present IP delivers In effect they require some "value added information" in the core
o f the network / / - / /

The need for QoS arises because, until now, the best-effort

1
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Network traffic, as the number o f applications and users has increased the rules o f the
game need to change to accommodate ever-changing scenarios in the area o f
internetworking In the past, the success o f IP was its simplicity
principle

was derived from

"end-to-end

argunient"

which

Its fundamental design
puts

"value

added

information" at the ends o f the network, i e the source and the destination network
hosts thus leaving the core network "dumb"

The job o f the routers at the various

intersection points was to check the destination IP address against a forwarding table to
determine the next hop for the data gram Basically the IP provided a "best-efTort"
service subject to delays and even data losses
CuiUdciei De«cLip(ion

Sci>ioc C’cinanà pCTcnption

Reaauice Cenlei Descnplion

Figure 1-1 QoS .Architecture

So QoS is the ability o f the network element to have a level o f assurance that its
traffic and service requirements can be satisfied This can be accomplished w ith the
complete cooperation o f all the layers in the network from top to bottom, as well as the
various network elements from end-to-end .Any QoS assurances are only as good as the
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weakest link in the chain between the sender and the receiver / / - / / QoS manages the
bandwidth according to the application demands and network management setting
Since this involves sharing, it cannot provide everything w ith certainty .As a result. QoS
with a service level requires resource allocation to individual data streams This
bandwidth allocation to an application in a resource reservation is no longer available
for use by the "best-effort" applications Since the bandwidth is a finite commodity, a
priority for QoS designers has been to ensure that the best-effon traffic also receives
some bandwidth and that it is not starved for resources once the reservations are made
QoS is the capability o f the network to provide serv ices suitable to the current network
traffic and various underlying technologies Basically, in plain terminology, it means
that the network through this special feature is able to differentiate the network traffic,
and based on this differentiation it is able to treat them differently QoS in simple terms
is a Policy, a policy that defines the rules that determines the specifics o f how. when
and w here QoS is applied to network traffic / / '/.
12

Bandwidth vs Prioritization

As noted above, the fundamental trade-off in quality o f service has always been
between bandwidth on the one hand, and traffic engineering or prioritization on the
other I f there is unlimited bandwidth, we have perfect quality o f service for all traffic
flows As bandwidth becomes more constrained, traffic engineering and prioritization
become more important In real networks, both are always relevant

Predictably, therefore, two global QoS strategies - one linked to bandwidth, the other to
prioritization - are currently prevalent: Resource Reservation, where network resources
are apportioned according to an application’s QoS request, and subject to bandwidth
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management policy, and Differentiated Ser\ices (prioritization), where network traffic
is classified and network resources are apportioned

according to bandwidth

management policy criteria To enable QoS in this latter case, network elements give
preferential

treatment

to

classifications identified

as

having

more

stringent

requirements These types o f QoS can be applied to individual application "flow s" or to
flow aggregates .A "flo w " is a stream o f packets - an individual, unidirectional, data
stream between two applications (sender and receiver), with the packets all uniquely
identified by a "five-tuple" (they share the

same transport

source port number, destination address, and destination port number)
here is two or more flowsComparing two flows w ill

protocol,source address,
An "aggregate"

reveal a common parameter,

which could be from any o f the tlve-tuple parameters, a label or pnority number or
authentication information

Different kinds o f applications and network topologies

dictate which type o f quality o f service is most appropriate tor individual flows or
aggregates The most popular QoS protocols and algorithms are as follows

12 1

ReSer\'ation Protocol (R S \T )

Provides the signaling to enable network resource reservation (Integrated Services)
It is generally used on a per-flow basis, though it's also used to reserve resources for
aggregates RSVP makes a great effort to provide the closest thing to circuit emulation
on IP networks

It's been

integrated services to work

used in videoconferencing for years But in

order for

well,the router must maintain state information on each

flow, the router determines what flows get what resources based on available capacity
RSV'P doesn't have much scalability (processing must be done on ever>’ individual flow
on the core Internet routers) and it lacks good policy control mechanisms
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12 2

Differentiated Services (D iff^ e r\ )

A coarse and simple way to categorize and prioritize network traffic ( flow i
aggregates Instead o f maintaining individual flows on all routers, the flows are
aggregated into a single flow that receives "treatment" (per class or per service state)
Service classes are identified, and each packet is marked to identify it as belonging to a
particular service, and then sent through the network Each router in the path must
examine the packet’s header to determine how it w ill be treated (detain it in favor o f a
high priority packet or let it go now)

A minimal DiffServ system demands "admission control" (The network has to be
able to refuse customers when demand exceeds capacity ). "packet scheduling" (a
method for treating data from different customers as needed), "traffic classification"
(soning streams into "sub streams", each o f which gets different treatment), and
"policies" and "rules" (for allocating the network’s resources)

12 3

Multi Protocol Labeling Switching (MPLS)

This provides bandwidth management for aggregates via network routing control,
according to labels inside (encapsulating) packet headers MPLS routing establishes
"fixed bandwidth pipes” similar to ATM or frame relay virtual circuits, but with MPLS
it deals with "coarse levels” o f QoS - it is not actually as fine grained as the virtual
circuits and provisioning of, say, A TM

MPLS resides only in routers and is multi

protocol, so it can be used with network protocols other than IP ( ATM, IPX, PPP, or
frame relay) or even directly over the data-link layer
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13

Resource Reservation

Aiming to provide more guaranteed availability o f resources for applications,
networks and operating systems are incorporating mechanisms for resource reservation
Reservation mechanisms have to keep track o f the use o f the limited set o f resources
provided by the system and receive requests from new users interested in using these
resources [ 2 4 j New requests are subject to admission tests based on the usage o f the
resources and the guarantee levels that satisfv the user Reservations are then accepted,
i f there are resources available, or rejected i f not The problem o f allocating limited
resources becomes even more complex i f we consider that current computational
systems are basically heterogeneous, subject to mobility and constant reconfiguration,
but still have to prov ide a dependable and accurate serv ice in a lim ited response time In
the area o f computer networks, we can mention the development o f ATM [.ATM
standards] as a significant advance

toward

the provision

o f QoS-constrained

communication services .Aiming to provide similar behavior, but working at the logical
network level, the IETF is proposing a new suite o f protocols for the Internet [IETF
standards] The suite o f protocols is based on IP version 6 (IPv b) in conjunction with a
reservation protocol (RSV'P) and a new transport protocol named RTP

14

Differentiated Services

The Internet is powered by many different mechanisms To give an idea o f how
things can be pictured, consider yourself as a mechanism, somew hat like an intelligent
postman Your basic task is to transmit and deliver the packets that pass through the
service provider and the end user This service provider has different services based on
the price that the user is w illin g to pay The most expensive services may require a
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quicker treatment inside the

post office . as well as along the route and also in the

way it is transmitted Such a network, which is needed to handle this task, should
consist o f a number o f packet handling centers and paths between them //9 /. The work
involved at one o f these centers w hen a packet is received is based on the information in
the header The decisions are easy because the rules are simple and are small in number

1 The packet could be delivered immediately, before all the other packets that might
have arrived earlier, since this packet has the priority
2

The packets could be deposited in storage areas, waiting to be delivered

3

The packets could be totally discarded because o f the network conditions

When Internet was purely an end-to-end service, all that was being done, was to read
the address o f the packet from the header and. based on the information in the routing
table, choose the right direction for forwarding the packet .At that time, most o f the
packets received the same treatment, independent o f the sender or the receiver [S j

15
.Another area

Security as a Service

that computer networks are concentrating

their resources

on is

Security Computer Networks, with their vast information resources, have traditionally
been assumed to be secure Gone are the days when networks were the provinces o f
large organizations, and operators in secure buildings then managed computers
Consequently, many common network utilities for remote terminal sessions, file
transfer, remote printing, etc were written based on this assumption / 2 / Networks have
grown to encompass the whole wide world and the traffic on these networks has also
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increased several fold, coupled with this is the technology advances on the hardware
platform side, thus bringing on to the network, cheap computers which are being used to
monitor the traffic thus re-enforcing the need to extend these network utilities to
incorporate greater security features These small utilities are part o f day-to-day work
and the quality o f service that they offer, as well as how they actually execute best, w ill
vary with the machine's current capabilities This is to a large extent determined by the
current hosting environment at any given time
The fact that these programs are used to transmit vital information across pnvate
networks is vulnerable to attack Security must be handled with the utmost care, in order
for the utilities to perform to their fullest extent without compromising the quality This
security scheme must be flexible and at the same time strong In a setting where denial
o f service is not tolerated, insufficient resources may dictate that a costly but safe
security scheme be traded for a less costly and less safe one Moving on to the wireless
world, the scenario also changes dramatically because in roaming environments
appropriate mechanisms for solving disputes on roaming bills are not well supported
/ i / . In any security scheme, "trust" is difficult to manage Trust is a feeling and, as
such, that feeling cannot be measured or evaluated algorithmically [ I H ] Therefore, any
decision that relies on trust must and w ill ultimately be made by a human This trust
develops from a variety o f sources It could be the experience that the user had with the
system that increases the trust on the system or it is just that plain fact that it is d ifficult
to explain This might seem trivial, but trust is an important resource and it is that
resource that the system has to provide and gain from the user for the system to really
succeed and gain market share This trust in particular is closely tied to the "quality" o f
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any secure system and thus security forms a natural component in a system that is based
on the notion o f QoS There are many key issues that need to be examined when
designing secure systems, such as the issue o f providing predictable serv ices in the face
o f varying operating conditions and user controls .Any system should be able to adapt
to the changing scenarios

16

Contributions

In this thesis we propose a solution to support Quality o f Service (QoS) network
communication

transactions

modeled

on differentiated

services

and

economic

principles We propose an enhanced user-level negotiation protocol where transactions
are accomplished in a secure mode and where resource allocation is simple and fair
With the availability o f inexpensive network monitoring hardware, any issue that deals
with network security becomes a top priority Current networks must support multiple
levels o f service over a single network connection Differentiated levels o f service
create new resource management problems for network middleware Just as a first class
passenger is w illing to pay the premium for superior service, today's customers are
ready to pay extra for preferential treatment o f their network traffic We cannot have a
separate airplane for each first class passenger; sim ilarly we cannot have a separate
network connection for each o f our customers Therefore, much o f the bulk o f network
traffic must flow through shared lines Resource management is a fundamental concept
in the design o f operating systems and is quickly becoming one o f the most important
concepts in network operating system design It has been noted that authentication
protocols are the basis o f security o f many distributed systems, and therefore an integral
part o f these protocols is the need to ensure that they function correctly [22]. So every
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10

effort was taken to ensure that the goal o f authentication, stated simply and rather
informally, is that two principals, be it two computers or two people, should be given
the assurance beyond reasonable doubt that they are communicating with each other and
not with intruders / '/ .

17

Outline o f the thesis

The remainder o f the thesis is organized as follow s Chapter 2 discusses about
network services. QoS metrics that are important in the present day networking
scenarios and the various resource reservation and adaptation techniques Chapter 3
presents an enhanced user satisfaction and economic framework protocols Conclusion
and future research directions are discussed in Chapter 4
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CHAPTER :
BACKGROCND INFO RM ATION
The promise o f networking is sharing networked resources among many users and
applications for greater productivity and competitive advantage Quality o f services
(QoS) enables complex networks to control and predictably service a variety o f
applications Every network needs QoS for optimum efficiency, whether it’s a small
business, large enterprise, or service provider

This chapter gives an overview to

network services. QoS metrics that are involved and the different pricing models that
are used
2 1

Network Services

As described earlier, the dependence on networks by the major corporations has
increased by leaps and bounds Along with this growth, the network itself has evolved
over time Many o f the applications such as email, multimedia, and web-based products
have contributed to this immensely

As a result, the traffic on the network has also

undergone a dramatic shift in content .Along with this the comes the driving need for
more complex handling o f the data, at the same time making sure that the system works
without any hitches because these days they have become mission critical equipment
Each time a new application is deployed on the network to meet a business need, it
requires a host o f supporting network services //6 /.

W ith this present scenario

involving numerous e-business applications, where the network traffic is rather

11
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o f the information that it is earn ing, much responsibility falls on the network serv ices
to not only provide reliable security to the data transmitted, but also to provide
preferential treatment to the data being transmitted because it could, in turn, translate
into more customers and more revenue streams The various applications that are
created to solve a particular problem in emerging network services create new ones So
new applications that are created must also be updated with the changing face o f the
network This situation results in inordinate amounts o f time and money and takes
longer time for deployment, thus making it essential to work toward a framework that
would not only take advantage o f the QoS and other services, but also help in the
smooth deployment o f these produas on the network When analyzing the development
o f such a framework, let us look at the various parameters that actually need the
attention
22

QoS Metric

QoS is basically defined as a set o f perceivable attributes that are clearly explained
in a language that is simple using parameters that are both subjective and objective [ I j
When we sa> that the parameters are subjective, we are quantifying the opinions
expressed by end users When we say that they are objective, we mean that the
parameters are related to one particular serx ice that are measurable and also that can be
easily verified
This specification and enforcement o f QoS in multimedia systems presents many
challenges .-\ny application involves parameters, such as size, frame rate, startup delay,
reliability and end-to-end delay, which are part o f QoS parameters Many o f these
parameters may also include other subjective parameters, like the degree o f importance
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14

o f these above parameters, cost factor in providing this quality etc .Apart from these
application-determined factors, there are also network related factors that include
bandwidth, delay, loss, jitte r and loss rate System side parameters include the CPU
usage, buffering o f data, and memory related parameters
The basic components that are measurable in order to say that a particular system is
providing that quality that the system is supposed to provide are indent delay, jitter,
bandwidth and reliability [101.

Definition 2.2.1 (Delay) is the elapsed time fo r a packet to he passed from the sender,
through the network, to the receiver. The higher the delay greater i.s the .stress that is
placed on the transport protocol to operate efficiently. F o r the R 'P protocol, higher
levels o f delay imply greater amounts o f data held "in transit" in the network, which in
turn places stress on the counters and ttmers as.sociated with the protocol. It should
also he noted that TCP is a "self-clocking" protocol, where the sender's transmission
rate is dynamically adjusted to the flow o f signal information coming hack from the
receiver, via the reverse direction acknowledgmenis fACK'sj. which notify- the sender o f
successful reception, fhe greater the delay henveen sender and receiver, the more
insensitive the feedback loop becomes, and therefore the protocol becomes more
insensitive to short thermodynamic changes in network load. For interactive voice and
video applications, the introduction o f delay cau.ses the system to appear unresponsive.

Definition 2.2.2 (Jitter) is the variation in end-to-end transit delay On mathematical
terms, it is measured as the absolute value o f the firs t differential o f the sequence o f
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individual delay measurements}. High levels o f jitte r cause the TCP protocol to make
very consen-ative estimates o f round trip time (RTTi. causing the protocol to operate
mefficiently when it reverts to timeouts to reestablish a data flow. High levels ( f jitte r in
CDP-based applications are unacceptable in situations where the application is real
time based, such as an audio or video signal. In .such ca.ses. jitte r causes the signal lo be
di.stoned, which in turn can only be rectified by increasing the receiver's reas.sembly
playback cpieiie. which effects the delay o f the .signal, making interactive sessions very
cumbersome lo maintain.

Definition 2.2.3 (Bandwidth) is the maximal data transfer rate that can be sustained
between two end points. It should be noted that this is lim ited not only by the physical
infra.structure o f the traffic path within the transit networks, which provides an upper
bound to available bandw idth, but is also lim ited by the number o f other flow s which
share common components o f this selected end-to-end path.

Definition 2.2.4 (Reliability) is commonly conceived as a property o f the transmission
.system, and in ihis context it can be thought o f as the average error rate o f the medium.
Reliability can also be a byproduct o f the sw itching sy stem, in that a poorly configured
or poorly performing switching system can alter the order o f packets in transit,
delivering packets to the receiver in a different order than that o f the original
transmission by the .sender, or even dropping packets through transient routing loops.
Unreliable or error-prone network transit paths can also cause retransmission o f the
lost packets. TCP cannot distinguish between loss due to packet corruption and loss due
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to congestion and packet loss automatically invokes the same congestion avoidance
beha\'ior response from the sender fo r loss both due to congestion and corruption,
causing the sender’s transmit rates to be reduced by invoking congestion avoidance
algorithms, even though no congestion may ha\e been experienced by the network. In
the case o f L'DP-based voice and video applications, unreliability causes induced
distortion in the original analog signal at the receiver's end.

23

Unified Metric for Video QoS

Basically, from the empirical and the workload model that was obtained, it can be
inferred that there are two kinds o f factors that a QoS metric must represent / i /
Resource consumption and user satisfaction factors represent the primary metrics o f
QoS When we talk about resource consumption, we mean the ways to measure what
has been incurred by the utilization o f the source in the system, w hich includes but is
not limited to the CPU. memory and other network related parameters On the other
hand, the user satisfaction, help us to quantify the QoS guarantees that the system can
deliver with the desired response quality [3J.
In order to determine the achieved quality and the deviation between the actual
response and the perceived one, the application QoS related parameters like jitter, frame
rate, frame width, color resolution etc are a good measure [ I I ] .Along w ith these above
parameters, a new metric system that looks at security as a service provided at cost,
which in turn helps us to determine i f the system under study meets some Quality that
the user might request In order to analyze the system which includes the parameters
that define the objectives o f QoS, we adopt the follow ing approach User satisfaction
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(VS) is quantified, by this we mean that we assign weights to User satisfaction as well

as to the cost incurred as a result o f resource consumption (RC) w hen try ing to provide
the Quality o f service that was agreed upon Using this we can develop a function that
consists o f the mixture o f these objectives that are w eighted
Let the QoS metric that represents serv ice to the user / be denoted as M j

If

I

a

Where B

us

denotes the weiuht o f the User Satisfaction component and M
rc

represents the weight o f the Resource Consumed component

24

User Satisfaction

User satisfaction is measured by a number o f factors like success, jitter, cost, end-toend delay, synchronization skew, and startup latency and loss rate

t.v

a

(2.

Where success o f the system to provide the QoS (Succ). jitter (j). cost o f the
operation (c). end-to-end delay (e). skew (sA). latency (f) and loss rate Hr).

"Succ" i e Success o f a request is defined differently for the various QoS classes

When taking into consideration a deterministic service, we know clearly when the
service has been accomplished, because it meets tougher performance requirements,
which is an improvement over best-effort traffic management Let us consider the case
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where, in order for a service to be provided, there is some sort o f admission control In
this situation we can easily determine that it was a success i f the request has been
admitted On the other hand, in a best-effon situation this is not the case since every
request is admitted So here the situation changes and we have to see i f the request is
run to completion in order to evaluate it success rate We are considering the situation
w here it is assumed that there is some sort o f admission policy and evaluating the QoS
from the point after the admission process to be the successful completion o f the
request So we are safe to assume that Succ is a constant / / /
•Analyzing each o f these parameters in order to determine and understand the overall
impact on User Satisfaction We do know that startup latency does have an impact on
user satisfaction It is basically more at the beginning and not a continuous one. i e it is
measured only once per session and does not impact the other delay s like frame delay
etc In order to simplify the equation 2. the parameters loss rate i lr ) and end-to-end
delay ie) can be subsumed by the jitte r parameter (/)
Therefore the simplified equation is

'' “ 7M
Service cost is an important parameter

Pricing is one o f the key issues in any

Differentiated Services model The issues that dominate are how pricing schemes can
help maximize User Satisfaction based on ratio o f user benefit to service cost When
dealing with the following, three options are available
□

Influence the user behavior in a manner where the network resources
are not wasted
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□

Provide the service based on the price irrespectiv e o f how that the
user is using service

□

Pricing as a tool to control traffic

25

Pricing as a tool to control traffic

The major elements in play include
3

Bandwidth

□

Quality

□

Availability

□

Price

When one o f the factors is presented as a function o f another factor, and the
remaining two factors remain a constant, various cases arise Those that are important in
this research include
3

Price o f Bandwidth

3

Price o f Quality

3

Price o f Availability

The standard functions o f pricing in a reservation-oriented network include Price o f
Bandwidth and Price o f Quality The price o f the connection is calculated as a function
o f bandwidth and quality However the third factor. Price o f .Availability, also comes
into play where there is the issue o f availability and when there is demand The price is
higher during busy hours when compared to the lean period. So price could also be said
to depend on Availability
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:o
A simple but realistic mathematical model may be helpful

The graphs that are

shown in this document are all derived from the following simple formula
Log (P) = CB " log (B) + CQ * hg (Q) + C \ * log ( I P

Price. B

HancheiJth. A

.Availability. O

^ CP

(4)

Qualify

Here the Logarithmic form makes each o f the parameters present a more systematic
effect
2 5 1 Price o f Bandw idth
Figure 4 2 1 depicts one o f the fundamental problems associated with pricing
network services related to the relationship between bandwidth and price A linear
relationship is not practical because bandwidths differ significantly According to the
example, i f the price o f a 56kbps connection were 595. the price for a 1 5Mbps
connection would be 1.795. and the price o f a 45Mbps connection would be 54.000 In
this case the relation is far from linear /3J

lit im; kiM
M
w
iM
ii

w
m
l

Figure 2-1 An Approximate relationship between charged unit and costs [3]
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These figures support the model that was discussed earlier, where the parameter CB
is significantly smaller than 1 .Assume that the average bit rate required by a customer
is Rave -

the total cost o f providing this service for all the customers is CT * Rave

So when the average bandwidth requirement is increased by 15 fold in a way that all the
other factors are constant, then the total cost o f the service provided is evidently more
than CT * Rgyg . but most probably significantly less than 15* CT * Rave

10

ICO

Figure 2-2 A tentative relationship between bandw idth and price [3]

When the dimensioning problem o f any given network is considered, a totally
different conclusion may be drawn Basically, one connection with a constant bit rate o f
1Mbps consumes the same volume o f resources as 10 connections with a constant bit
rate o f 100Kbps I f numerous small connections are made, the situation is totally
different Management costs w ill induce the major costs

So here are two opposing

phenomena: The total cost tends to be high i f the charged unit is very small and the
statistical multiplication tends to deteriorate if the number o f independent units is small
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Coming to reality, the situation is not static, but highly dynamic The capacity o f the
network is updated constantly in relationship to demand

One customer seldom

dominates high capacity networks so the effect o f statistical multiplexing considerably
deteriorates Therefore, despite the significant opposing arguments, it is possible to
tentatively apply the formula (4) with CB smaller than 1 A value o f 0 b is used to
generate the figure 2 2 as well as other figures related to pricing
2 52

Price o f Quality

From a general and also in a particular viewpoint o f pricing. Quality is an ambiguous
term Here the Quality is evaluated on a particular quality aspect, say the delay variation
or the skew rate In a system where the data is transmitted in video, delay play an
important aspect to determine the quality o f that video transmission In any real time
networks there w ill be other control mechanisms as well as other additional
management actions It is justified to suppose that pnce o f real-time service should be
somewhat higher i f the other parameters are constant / i /

10

J

lœ
•A.taf tatata

Figure 2-3 A tentative relationship between quality and price [3]
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The main point here is that real-time support makes traffic control complicated It is
nearly impossible to give any clear rule for the pnce difference There are instances
where the traffic flow sent by the user is constant, it is not clear whether there is any
significant difference from a statistical-multiplexing or traffic control \iew point as to
whether a flow uses real-time or data serv ice / i /
253

Price o f .Availability

When we assume that the availability is a common characteristic o f the entire
network then the relationship between price and availability may seem a bit artiflcial
/ i / One possible interpretation is that availability is related to availability o f a service
at a certain price at diflerent times When the availability is high, the serv ice is available
even durinu the busiest times o f the vear

lO

i

•0

Figure 2-4 A tentative relationship between availability and price [3]

.An intermediate availability means that the service is available at a price on a typical
busy hour and finally, low availability means that the price is valid for idle hours
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Resource Consumption (RC)

Looking at equation 1. we notice that the metric proposed also depends on resource
consumption Basically, there are a couple o f factors that go into determining the
.
.
, ( b -" ). butTer
resource overhead, i e . CPL utilization {CPL ). network bandwidth \B j. butTer
utilization {b “^ ) and storage bandwidth ( b " ) overhead Based on the design o f the
system, different benefit functions can be used to indicate the criticality o f the resource

///

BC = F r c f c P C .B ''''\B " ^ ,B ^ 'j

An interesting observation is that the resource cost takes into consideration r the
current set o f available resources .As the resources are used by the current services, they
become more critical and resource cost becomes more dependent on the fraction o f the
available resources utilized

When the resources are low. the admission control

mechanism must allocate the resources to the high priority tasks based on differentiated
services
Resource consumption o f a serv er S a o a request B j is characterized as a ratio that

captures the utilization o f resources, similar to the load factor measure 19j

K C ( S . , B . ) CC

cpuj a " " /
CPU j ' gnw

B'*fi
guf

^st .
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Different requests for service have different resource requirements and the Resource
Consumption (RC) factor w ill vary from one request to another Lower the RC value,
greater is the capacity o f the system to service additional requests The resource cost
component o f the QoS metric is essentially the cost o f the bottleneck resource, since
this constraining resource measures the degree o f the QoS delivered
27

Resource .Adaptation

One o f the new trends in the research in the area o f resource reserv ation protocols is
resource adaptation [ 2 5 ]

Some authors consider resource reservation as a strong

guaranteed method to deliver a specified quality o f service to an application during its
entire lifetime

.Another school o f thought proposes the development o f adaptive

applications to deal with the changes in resource availability during the provision o f
service

A third idea based on resource adaptation, which mixes both approaches

mentioned previously, has been considered as a viable and necessary alternative to
either
Several drawbacks appear in efforts to provide guaranteed resource reservation
services for the follow ing reason [ 2 4 ]
□

The physical structure o f the whole computer system may change due to
hardware reconfiguration and computer m obility, and changes in the
distribution o f resources may become necessary,

□

Monitoring services may detect that the QoS requested by an application is
not being achieved with the resources allocated for it. then decide to allocate
new resources
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2b

□

The system may reclaim resources that are not being utilized or that are
necessary for more important activities

On the other hand, adaptation is very limited for services with strong requirements,
and does not solve the problems faced by this category o f application when using the
best-effort systems currently available Resource reservation combined with adaptation
entails a more relaxed approach for providing QoS to applications .According to this
new approach, resources can be seen by applications as guaranteed during some time,
but their availability can vary over long periods

Applications are responsible for

estimating their initial resource requirements and for negotiating their reservation with
resource providers During run time the application has to be able to adapt its behavior
based on feedback received from the system QoS mechanisms have to be aware o f the
possibility o f resource adaptation, making it transparent to the application whenever
possible When the agreed QoS is not reachable with the resources available, the
application has to be informed that the agreed QoS has to be renegotiated .Applications
have to be ready to handle this kind o f situation without severe disruptions in the
service being provided to the user More specifically, applications holding resources
subject to changes in their availability because o f resource adaptation have to be able to
degrade gracefully when it occurs
28

.Application Adaptation

Providing support to both the applications that require OoS Assurance and that are
able to perform QoS Adaptation could solve most o f the resource allocation problems
[IS ]. To elaborate in more detail, QoS .Assured applications are those applications that

are clear in the resource requirements These applications do not change the resource
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requirements over time and are basically assured o f the resources that were requested
and these resources are at guaranteed levels On the other hand, the QoS .Adaptive
applications are those that are structured in different modes o f operations in multiple
levels These levels are used to adapt to the changing needs as the applications approach
different scenarios The applications mode o f operation is adapted based on the current
resource allocation In this class o f QoS Adaptive application, there are basically two
classes that are distinct

They are user-triggered adaptation and cross-resource

adaptation [IS ]. Currently a major chunk o f the applications adapt in reaction to
variation in just a single parameter or resource Most o f them tiy the balancing act by
reducing the quality in one dimension to increase a more important aspect o f the
product on another dimension Moreover, a greater level is attained i f the applications
handling the adaptation could be done over multiple resources But this w ill result in
choices that are difficult to balance and complicated to implement and could eventually
defeat the very essence o f the concept
Research in the QoS area has been mostly concentrated in analyzing the network
resource consumption and service demands based on the serv ice parameters Consider
here the example where the design o f the architecture to provide end-to-end QoS
architectures is illustrated I 2 l j There has been some w ork in the areas o f negotiation
for the resources and reservation o f these resources for the distributed multimedia
applications

Negotiation o f QoS for an application session is a balancing process

between the QoS specified by a client, the resource capabilities o f the distributed
system, and the functional capabilities o f the distributed application

Negotiation

requires application level QoS descriptions and an end-to-end view spanning the whole
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distributed application XNRP. introduced in this thesis, is a protocol meeting these
requirements XNRP performs negotiation based on client specified QoS value ranges
and is independent o f application level QoS semantics It allows QoS negotiation and
resource reservation in three phases and supports arbitrarily interconnected flow graphs
o f application components [22j. Congestion Management is a new area where the
methods are present in routers to suppon various signaling protocols and actually
provide different classes o f service These are usually implemented at the core routers
and involve creating different queues for the different classes o f traffic, an algorithm
that is used for classifying the packets to the various queues, and a scheduler that
handles the actual transmission o f these packets to the various queues [201. .Along with
this is the use o f scripts to handle the QoS specifications when it comes to Resource
scheduling Since most o f the multimedia presentations are representative o f a class o f
applications that read stored data according to a real-time script

The problem in

supporting real-time scripts is to determine their presentation and also a way to identify
the resources that satisfy them Coupled with this problem is the actual choosing o f a
policy that is allocating the resources among competing presentations [4j.
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CHAPTER 3
ENHANCEMENT .AND ORIGIN AL WORK
In order to achieve the desired system performance. QoS mechanisms must
guarantee the availability o f the shared resources needed to perform the services
requested by users The concept o f resource reserv ation prov ides the predictable system
behavior necessary for applications with quality o f service (QoS) constraints Coupled
w ith this and the concept o f Middleware, where middleware is the term that is used to
describe a broad array o f tools and data that help applications to use networked
resources and services Some tools, such as authentication and directories, are in all
categorizations Other services, such as co scheduling o f networked resources, secure
multicast, and object brokenng and messaging, are the major middleware interests o f
particular communities, such as scientific researchers or business systems vendors One
definition that reflects this breadth o f meaning is. " MidtlleH'are is the intersection o f
the stuff that network engineers don't want to do with the stuff that applications
developers don't want to do. " I26J
Middleware has emerged as a critical second level o f the enterprise IT infrastructure,
between the network and application levels The need for middleware stems from the
increasing growth in the number o f applications, in the customizations within those
applications, and in the number o f locations in our environments These and other
factors now require that a set o f core data and services be moved from their multiple
instance into a centralized institutional oflering This central provision o f service eases

29
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application development, increases robustness, assists data management, and provides
overall operating efficiencies
The first step when creating the framework where new features are being added will
be analyzing user satisfaction Into this framework, security is being added and this is
an important feature, which not only increases the confidence o f the user but also has
the processing overhead o f any requests since it involves a lot o f number crunching
w hen the authentication and encryption o f the data that passes through the application is
being processed

3 1

Enhanced User Satisfaction

User satisfaction is measured by a number o f factors like success, jitter, cost, end-toend delay, synchronization skew, startup latency, loss rate and security
f. v

a

(5)

where Success o f the system to provide the QoS LSuccj, jitte r (j). cost o f the operation
(c). end-to-end delay (e). skew (sk). latency (/) and loss rate (Ir).
"Succ" i e Success o f a request is defined differently for the various QoS classes

When taking into consideration a deterministic service then we know clearly when the
service has been accomplished, because it meets tougher performance requirements,
which is an improvement over best-effort traffic management Let us consider the case
where in order for a service to be provided there is some sort o f admission control In
this situation we can easily determine that it was a success i f the request has be admitted
on the other hand in a best-effort situation this is not the case since every request is
admitted so here the situation changes and we have to see i f the request is run
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till completion in order to evaluate it success rate We here are considering the situation
where it is assumed that there is some sort o f admission policy and evaluating the QoS
from the point after the admission process to he successful completion o f the request
So we are safe to assume that Succ is a constant [ I j
Analyzing each o f these parameters in order to determine the ov erall impact on User
Satisfaction We do know that startup latency does have an impact on user satisfaction
It is basically more at the beginning at not a continuous one. i e it is measured only
once per session and does not impact the other delays like frame delay etc In order to
simplify the equation 2. the parameters loss rate (/r) and end-to-end delay ie) can be
subsumed by the jitte r parameter (/)
Therefore the modified equation is

IS

-T T -L

a

r

(6)

f [j,c ,s k ,$ e c )
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Economic Framework Protocols

Based on the discussion in the earlier sections, an enhanced design to QoS
architecture based on Economic Principles is proposed

Looking into the Service

Manager side there are four modules that handle delivery o f service, they include
□

Tradeoffs Protocol. Rewards Protocol, Security Module

□

The Service M onitor monitors the system condition and the user
behavior

□

Negotiation Protocols facilitate the user and the service manager to a
negotiation mechanism for price/quality compromise
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3 2 1 Tradeoffs and Rewards Protocol
Trading involves user-level negotiation protocols that involve the concept o f
rewarding for accepting resource tradeoffs and also for maintaining the behavior that
was accepted throughout the session These Rewards and Penalties are basically a
mechanism to encourage and also police good behavior from the users When a user
violates the terms o f the negotiated contract various penalties are imposed

The

definition o f good behavior depends on the degree o f freedom the user has to alter the
services provided once it has been started There are basically two possible approaches
called the static services

□

r

□ o

ScL-vioc Moniloi

Figure 3-1 Protocol Architecture
Negotiation and dynamic service alteration [ I ] As the names clearly define them, a
static service negotiation is one where the user and the service manager negotiate the
terms o f the contract at the start o f the session. Rewards and penalties are assessed at
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the beginning o f the session Therefore, once the session has started, the user has no
scope to alter the service except through re-negotiation o f the contract with the serv ice
manager On the other hand the Dynamic service alteration, the user and the service
manager negotiate the terms o f the session The user is expected to adhere to these
terms o f the contract, but may change conditions i f desired and receive a penalty In this
the rewards and penalties are assessed at the end o f the session
322

Negotiation Protocol

The Negotiation Protocol interfaces with the User to execute the negotiation protocols
and decides on the pricing and the resource usage for that session by that user The user
level protocol that handles resource-price negotiation can be initiated either by the user
or by the service manager The user initiated one could be those who are interested in
quality at a cost whereas the service manager could be one where the system is trv ing to
evaluate other service alternatives, so that more requests could be processed
secure traffic

— ^

. ^ g i - v ic e R e q u e st (R O

S c i > ic e O p t io n s

User

S ervice M anager

S e i-v ic e C h o i c e

A c t u a l S e i~ v ic e

R ew aids/P enalties

S erv ice M onitor
Figure 3-2 Control Flow Diagram
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User level Necotiation Protocol

□

i'ser send a request to Service Manager(SM)

□

Service Manager determines...........
'f

□

Can this request be serviced fully??
♦

I f YES, send in various service options
that can be provided

♦

LOCK resources f o r the best option
fo r a predefined period o f time.

♦

\ 0 , send message back that the requested
service cannot be m et

♦

.4.VA'fo r change in service requirements,

f

Get Resource Tradeoffs.

r

C all the Rewards Program.

i'ser returns tvUh the choice o f service nithin the time fram e otherwise the
resources are released
f
Service is provided based on the selected option
>
Resources that are not used are releasedfo r other services.
M onitor service delivery to handle violations and deadlocks.

□

r
□

Slap penalties on the violation o f the agreement.

Constantly re-negotiate service agreement to handle the optimal usage
o f resources.

The user sends in a service request to the Service Manager! SM) stating the intention
o f performing set task with the resources that are available Looking at the request the
SM determines whether there are enough resources available to complete the task and
also determines i f there are any other critical applications that have requested for
resources Based on this, the SM will allocate the necessary resources to a particular
request This allocation o f resources is not physically done, it is more like and intention
that based on the resources that are currently available in the system that the SM checks
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to see i f the tasks that was specified by the user w ill be handled without any hitches
Once the service manager is convinced that such a task can be accomplished, the SM
w ill then acknowledge the user o f its intention to provide the resources and then w ill
send to the user a set o f options and the costs associated with each o f these options and
lock the one that might be best for that particular request These resources are locked tor
a predefined period o f time to take into consideration the cases where the connection
could have been lost or the user has changed the request Once the user sends in the
request based on the on the was selected by the SM. then the resources are allocated to
this user for performing the necessary tasks. However the user can return request
additional resources or coming up with a totally new request where in the SM could
reject the request or could go ahead and evaluate the current resource requirements and
based on the rules that are available, present the user with a fresh set o f choices This
process could go on till the user and the SM comes to an agreement

I f the SM

determines that it does not have the requested resources, it would then send in a request
for a modified request based on the availability
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CHAPTER 4
CONCLUSION

In this thesis we have proposed a solution to support Quality o f Service (QoS)
network communication transactions modeled on differentiated services and economic
principles The user level protocol is an enhanced one where the transactions are
accomplished in a secure mode

Here security is in itself a service that is being

provided In order to accomplish that all the communication between the user and the
service manager has to be routed through a secure layer This protocol is simple and
fair, because the resources are allocated based on the arrival o f the request

The

economic relationship between the user and the resource consumption are constantly
updated to meet the changing face o f requirements with incentiv es w herev er needed
Lot more can be done in this area with respect to bringing in more intelligence to the
various areas an application might pass through as it goes through the network
Similarly, upcoming technology changes such as IPv6 w ill likely make overall network
management easier by including QOS as well as IP Security in the core o f the TCP IP
protocol Bandwidth management w ill be a critical issue next year for companies
adopting VOIP (voice over IP) or other technologies that require timely delivery o f
data Managers o f traditional data-only networks should leave QOS to those on the
bleeding edge o f VOIP and focus, instead, on providing sufficient capacity to handle the
heaviest consistent loads o f data traffic
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.APPENDIX
PROGRAM LISTING
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The LoginManager is the class that handles the login details o f the client This class
encapsulates the client details like the HOSTN.\.\?E. USER NAM E and the
PASSWORD This is the information that is used to connect to the host that is specified
The other classes can also use this information when they want to get information as to
who are the clients that are loeued in at that moment
• Title

LoginManager

• Desenpuon Contains the login details ot the user
• C opinght
C o p in g h t ICI Z'lOl
• Organization L'NT.V - Computer Science Dept

import lava lo *.
public class LoginManager implements Serializabie
public Stnng hostName.
public Stnng userName.
public Stnng passWorJ.
public I.oginManageri Stnng hiuStniig uii. Strmg p w j, ;
hostName = hn.
userName = un.
password = pud.

public Stnng gettlostNamet i ;
return hostName i.

public Stnng getL'serNamei i
return userName i.

public Stnng getPassuordi
return pass W ord I.

The ServerConnectUI is the class that handles the creation o f the login dialog for the
server This code does not have any dependency with the type o f IDE is used .All the
components and the Layouts are hand generated thus enabling easy maintenance o f code
as we go on adding other functionality
• T itle
SeiAerCormectLT
• Descnption Creates the Server Connect IT dialog
• Copcnght
Copvnght 1 C 1 2ü(Jl
• Organization
•/

U N L V - Computer Science Dept

public class ServerConnectUI extends JFrame 1
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/'Construct the trame
public SenerConnectUli i ;
enableEventsi A U T E v e n t V \IN D O W _ E V 'E N T _ M .A S K i.
trv ;
ke\
= tava lo tmpdir".
val
= Svstem getPropemi kes i,
tmpPath = val - "calipcrSer lm p"
Initt I.
catchi Exception e I 1
e pnntStackTracei i.

public boolean isSenerConnectedi i |
return isServ erConnected.

/ 'Component miualuation
pnvate void Imti i throws Exception ;
connectDialogFrame = new JFramei "Server Connect Dialog" i.
Dimension screenSi/e = connectDialogE rame getToolkiti <getScreenSi/ei i.
/'This includes the text I Tied .md the label
editPane = new JPaneli i.
editPane addiBox create! (on/ontalCluei o.
hostNaineLabel = new Jl.abeli "Hostname " i.
editPane addi hostNameHox i.
userl.abel =■ new Jl.abeli "I ser Name " c
editPane addi userNameBox i,
password!cibel = new Jl.abeli "Password " i
editPane addi passwordBox i.
editl’ane setBorden BorderEactorv create!.mptvBorden lii.l( '.l" .P n i.
contentPane addi editPane. Borderl.avout C E .V Ü /R i.
buttoni’ane = new JPaneli t.
clieckBox = new JCheckBoxi "Save Detail-, " i.
checkBox setSclectedi isSaveSelected i.
checkBox addlteml-istenen new Iteml.istenen i :
public void itemStateChangedi ItemEvent ei :
It te getStateChangei i == ItemEvent SELEC F E D i :
isSaveSelected = true.
1 else I
isSaveSelected = false.

1 >.
editPane addi checkBox i.
okButton = new JButtoni "O K " i.
buttonPane addi okButton i.
buttonPane addi Box createRigid.-\rea(new Dimensiont U) "

h i.

okButton addActionl-istenen new ActionListenen i I
public void actionPertbrmedi .ActionEvent e i |
trv I
FileOutputStream f = new FileOutputStreami tmpPath i.
ObjectOutputStream s = new ObjectOutputStreamt iT.
LoitinManauer Im = null.
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I II

isSaveSelected I ;
Im = new I.oginM anagen hoslNameBox get I exti i.
userNameBox get l exti i.
passwordBox getl exti i

else ;
Im = new I.oginM anagen

i.

s wnteObiecti Im i.
s Ilushi ».
catchi lOHxception ex ' ;
JFrame trame = null.
JOplionPane show MessageDialogi frame, ex ».
isServerConnected = remoteRequester connect!
hoslNameBox get fexti ».
userNameBox getlexti ».
passwordBox getTexti ii.
connectDialogFrame dispose» ».

cancelButton = new JButtoni "Cancel" i.
buttonPane addi cancelButton i.
buttonPane addi Box crealeRigidAreainew Dimensioni Id. D ili,
cancelButton addActionl.istenen new Actionl.isteneri i ;
public void actioni’erfonnedi .ActionFvent e i I
connectDialogF rame dispose i.

contentPane addi buttonPane. Border Lav out S O t . l l l i .
connectDialogFrame packi i.
connectDialogFrame setVisiblei true i.
sctlJpCll'lWithDatai i.
remoteRequester = WorkerRepositorv getRemoteRequesten i.

pnvate void setLpCilTW ithDaiai i throws Lxccpuon ;
trv ;
FilelnputStream in = new F ilelnputStreami tmpPath i.
ObjectlnputStream si = new ObjecLlnputStreami in i.
LoginManager loginManager = i LoginManager isi readObjecti i.
hostNameBox.setTexti loginM anager getHostName )i.
userNameBox setTexti loginM anager getUserNamei ii.
passwordBox setTextlloginM anager geiPasswordi I).
catchi lOException loe ) 1
Sv stem out pnntlni loe i.

• Title

RemoteRequester

• Descnpüon This is the class that cormects to the server
• Copvnght
CopvTight(c) 2001
• Orgamzauon

U N L V - Computer Science Dept

public class RemoteRequester \
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public RemoteRequosten i ;

• Start up and connect to the server via the rexec daemon
public boolean connecti Stnng hostName. Stnng userName. Stnng userPasswordi
long status = U.
Stnng caliperReadv Line.
itT WorkerRepositorv getCommandArgsi i serverCommand '= null i
serverCommand = W orkerRepositorv getCommand.-\rgsi i serverCommand.
else
serverCommand = S E R V E R C M D .
trv ;
loginSocket = new Socketi hostName. 512 '* rexec daemon " T.
out = new DataOutputStreami loginSocket gett lutputStreami ii.
m = new BulTeredReadennew InputStreamReadenloginSocket getlnputSueami

h i

.

// rexec login protocol
out w n ta o I.
out wntei userName getBv tesi i. 0. userName lengthi
out w n ta 0 1.

11 .

out wntei userPassword getBvtesi i. 0. user Password lengthi ii.
out wntei 0 1.
out wntei serverCommand getBvtesi i. 0. serverCommand lengthi n.
out wntei 0 1,
out Ilushi I.
int b = in readi i. U Read rexec conl'irmauon bvte i zero i
11 1 b '= Ü I 1
CiLiTDispatcher postE/rrorDialogi "Login tailed " - m readl.inei ii.
return false.
caliperReadv Line = getServ erResponseLina i.
Il l getStatusi caliperReadv Line i '= R I/P L Y C ü N N L C ITO N C ü .M P L l LE i ;
return t'alse.
! c a tc h I E n k n o w T iH o s tE x c e p tio n e i ;

CiE'lDispatcher postErrorDialogi "Caimot log on Enknown host " * hostName i
return t'alse.
; catch 1 lOException loe i I
handielGExceptioni loe. "Enable to connect to host " i.
return t'alse.
this isConnected = true,
return 1 true).

public boolean isConnectedi i |
return i this isConnected i.

• getSourceEilei i retneves the remotePath and wntes it to resultEile
• Returns true i f successt'ul
•I

public boolean getSourcePilei Stnng remotePath,
Stnng resultEile) {
i f l ' blockTransferToFile( "G E T SOLTRCE_FILE "
return false.

remotePath > "\n". resultFile i) |
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return true.

• Set the list o f directones used to search tor source tiles
• searchPath must be a senu-colon separated list o f directories
• Return true i f request succeeds

•/

public boolean setSearchPathi Stnng searchPath i
trv ;
sendRequesti "S in S E A R C H P.ATH " - searchPath - "\n" i.
i f I getStatusi getSenerResponseLinei ii '= R E P L Y R E Q U E S T C O M P I.E T E i
return false.
1 catch ( lOException loe) 1
handlelOExceptioni loe. "Unable to set source search path " i.
return false.
return true.

• Get the source line number associated with the begmnmg o f a t'unction
• Return -1 on tailure
•/

public int getSourcePositioni Stnng module.Name. Stnng t'unction i !
long count = -1.
tn I
sendRequesti "GET SO URC E POS " - module.N'ame - " " " tunction * " n '
count = getCountResponseigetSerxerResponseLinei ii.
if 1 count < 0 i 1
return -1.
; catch 1 lOException loei
handlelOExceptioni loe. "Unable to retneve source posiuon " i.
return -1.
return i int (count.

• Disconnect t'rom server Return true on success
public boolean discormecti i ;
trv ;
sendRequesti "DISCG N'NEC'Dn" ).
i f tgetSutusigetServerResponseLmei II '= R E P L Y _ D lS C O N 'N E C T E D i
return false.
out closei ).
in closet I.
loginSocket closet ).
I catch (lOException loei |
handlelOExceptioni loe. "Unable to discormect from server " i.
return false.
this isConnected = false,
out = null,
in = null.
logmSocket = null,
return true.
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pnvate void handlelOExceptioni lOException loe. Stnng msg i :
GUIDispatcher postErrorDialogi msg * “ nlO Exception i " * loe
- "io n host" * this hostNamei.

• Get a long value from a stnng Returns R E P I.Y _B .A l')_R E P L Y _C O D E if longV ai camiot
• be converted to a long
•/

pnvate long getLongi Stnng long Val i ;
long val.
trv ;
val = Long parseLongi longVal i.
; catch I NumberFormatExceptton e l ;
GUIDispatcher postErrorDialogi
"IN T E R N A I. ER R O R Server returned non-numenc status " - longVal i.
return this R E P L Y _ B A D _ R £ P L Y _ C O D E .
return val.

• Get the status code from a server repK stnng
pnvate long getStatusi Stnng serverRepK i ;
int startPos = (I.
int endPos = senerRepIv indexOfi ' '. startPos i.
i f iendPos< Oi ;
endPos = senerReplv lengthi i - 1.
Stnng codeStnng = senerReplv substnngi startPos. endPos i.
long status = geti.ongi codeStnng i.
i f I status == R E P L Y ERR OR i |
GUIDispatcher postErrorDialogi "Enor " * senerR eplv,.
return status.

pnvate void debugPnnti Stnng debuglnlb i 1
i f ( VVorkcrRepositon getCommandArgsi i verbose i
Sv stem out pnntlni debuglnlb I.

pnvate void sendRequesti Stnng request i throw s lOException ;
debugPnnti "R E Q U E S T " request ),
out wntei request getBvtesi i. U. request lengthi ii.

• Get a newlme-terrmnated response from the s e n e r
•/
pnvate Stnng getSen erResponseL met i throws lOException |
Stnng response = tn readLinet i.
debugPnnti response ),
return response.

• Retneve a given number o f bvtes irom the server output Used aller
• server has uidicated it is gomg to send a bvteCount-size block o f data
•/
pnvate char [] getServerResponseBvtestmt bvteCount ) throws lOException |
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/ / Read exactlv the number o f bvtes indicated
charfl data = new char(b\teCount|.
int bvtesRead = ().
int otïset = 0.
while I olTset < bvteCount i I
bvtesRead = m readidata, otlset. i data length - olTset i
if (bvtesRead == -1 i
break.
OlTset - = bvtesRead.
return data.

• Retneve and check a transler complete message from server
• Return true i f transfer completed successfullv
pnvate boolean translerCompletei Stnng Im e f romServeri ;
i f (ImeFromServer == null i ;
GUIDispatcher postEnorDialogi " IN T E R N A I. ERR OR N u ll transfer-complete status “ i.
return false.
i f I getStatusi Im eFrom S erver, ' = R E P l.Y _ B L O C K _ T R ^ \N S F E R _ C O M P L E n -: i ;
return false.
return true.

• Retneve the count portion o f a nunienc response from the serv er
• Return -1 on error
pnvate long getCountResponsei Stnng countRespon.sei throws lOException ;
int startPos = (i.
if icountResponse == null > :
GlTDispatcher p ostijrorD ialogi "INTERN.-\1. ERROR null status for count response ' i.
return -1.
i f I getStatusi countResponse I '= R E P L Y N F 'M E R IC
return -1.

V .\I I T , ;

startPos = countResponse indexO ti ' '. d i.
i f I startPos < t) j ;
G UIDispatcher postErrorDialogi
"IN T E R N A L E R R O R Expecting count, got "

countResponse i.

return -1.

1
long count = Long parseLongi countResponse substnngi startPos+1 1 ).
debugPnnti "\nSE R VER count = " - count i.
return count.

• Send a block-transt'er request to the server i such as. get source or
• disassembly), retneve the block o f data, and wnte it to a file
•/
pnvate boolean blockTranslerToFilei Stnng request. Stnng tile) [
long bvteCount = U:

trv [
sendRequesti request).
bvteCount = getCountResponseigetServerResponseLmei ii.
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if (bvteCount < i)i ;
return t'alse.
char [| data = getServ erResponseBvtest i int ibvteCount i.
FileW nter tvv = new FileW nten tilei.
fw wntei data),
fw closet I.
if I'transt'erCompletei getServerResponseLmei >ii ;
retuun t'alse.
I catch I lOException loe i ;
handlelOExceptioni loe. "Failed to transfer data " i.
return false.
debugPnnti "W R O TE T R /\N S F E R E D D A T A TO “ ♦ tile i.
return true.

• T it l e

Sec untv Manager

• Descnpüon These are the t'uncüons that handle the encrvption and decrvption
•
of the data that passes througth
• Copvnght
Copvnght i c i 200!
• Orgaru/auon U N L V - Computer Science Dept

'The Encrvption ctxle using the DES Algonthm
void des encrvpti vvord32 I. vvord.52 r. \vord32 'output. DESContext 'k s .
int encrvpt i
register vvord32 Lu.
register int i.
register word52 *s.
' = ks->kev schedule.
IPi l.r.ti.
t = i r « l D ir » .'! 1.
r=i I « 1 )iil» .3 1 ).
l=t.
'• I don't know if it is worth the elTort o f loop unrolling the
• inner loop • /
if 1 encrvpt I
for

1 1 =0

. i<32. i-^=4)

' d _E N C R Y P T i I j .i A ) i. '•

1 •'

D E N C R T T T ir .l.i- 2 i./* 2 • /

else
fo r (1 = 3 0 . IX ) . i- = 4 i

' d _ E N C R Y P T (I j ,i -0 ) . / ' 16 • /
D _ E N C R Y P T (r.l.i-2 )./* 15 • /
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1 = ( I » I )j( 1 « 3 1 1 .
r = ( r » l ) | i r « ? l i.
FPi r.l.t).
output(0|=l.
output! I l=r.

«delîne H PE R M _O P i a.t,n,m » i ( t

m a K < ( 1o-( n 11 Ei a i i&i m ) i. -

l a m a A t A t » ( lo - in liii
void des_sel_kevi unsigned char * k e \ . DES C ontext *ks i
register worc02 c. d t, s. shirts,
register int i.
register word?2 "schedule.
schedule = ks->ke\ schedule.
c = G E T _ 3 2B rr_ L S B _ F IR S T (k e v i.
d = G E T _ 3 2B IT _ L S B _ F IR S T ik e v - 4 1.
/ • I now do It in 47 simple operations

- 1

• Thanks to John Fletcher (john_fletcher a Iccmail ocf Uni gov i
• lor the inspirauon - 1 • /
P E R M _ o P ( d c .L 4 . o x t ) iu m m n .

HPERM_OPc.t,-2.0xccccOOOO i.
H PERM _O P idt.-2.0xcccc()0()0i,
P E R M _ O P (d c .t. I. (1x55555555).
P E R M Oi*ic.dt.S.l)x()Oni)OtTi.
P E R M O P id c .t.1 .0x55555555 1.
d = 11 d & OxrtT «

It, I i d & OxrtllOl
lid » 1 6 ) & OxlT) : l i e » 4 ) &. OxiOiXJOOO).
c&=OxOrtrtTlT.
shirts = 0 \7 e lc .
lor 1 1 = 0 . I < It).

I

il l shills & 1 1
\ c=ii c>>2 )i(c‘-<2() )). d = tid > > 2 )'id « 2 t> )i. ;
else
I C = IIC » 1 )I(C « 2 ^ I). d = l i d » l l ' i d « 2 " ) i . ;

shills » = I.
c&=OxOlllTlTl.
d & = O x O m m ï.
/" could be a lew less shills but I am to I ula at this
• point ui time to investigate "/
s = des skb|0|! tc
)&0x3l'
);
d e s _ s k b [l|[((c » 6 )& 0 x ü 3 )|( ! c » ^ )& 0 x 3 c i| ;
d e s _ s k b |2 ||itc » l3 l& O x O F );iic » 1 4 ) & 0 \3 0 1] ;
d e s _ s k b l3 |liic » 2 0 )& 0 x 0 l ) |(io > 2 1 i& 0 x 0 6 ):iic » 2 2 )& 0 \3 X )|
t = des_skb|4|[ Id

)& 0x3l'

|

d e s _ s k b [5 |[iid » " " i& O x O .liiiid » 8)& Ux3c)|
des_skb|6|! i d » l 5 )&0x3l'
]
d e s _ s k b (7 |[(|d » 2 1 i&OxOfiii i d » 2 2 )&0x3Ulj.
/ • table contamed 0213 4657 • /
•schedule-t-1- = ((t « 16) |(s & OxIllT) ).
s = t(s » 16) I I t & OxrtTlbOOO)).
"schedules-!- = (s « 4 ) | |s »

28).
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void des_cbc_encrvpt( DESContext *ks. unsigned char *iv.
unsigned char "desL const unsigned char "src.
unsigned int Ien i
word32 ivO. iv l. out[2|.
unsigned int i.
assertu len «S:

== Oi,

ivO = G ET 32B IT_LSB FIR STi iv i.

IV1 = GET_ 3 ;Brr_LSB_FIRSTi iv - 4 1.
for ( 1 = 0 , 1 < len, i --=

8 1

'i v ( ) '= G E T 3 2 B rr L S B _ F [ R S T is r c - ii,
IV 1 '= G E T _32B n _L S B _F L R S T i s r c - i - 4 , .
des encrxpti ivt), i v l . o u t ks, 1 1.
ivO = out[()|.
iv l = out(!

j.

P U T _32B rr_LS B _F IR S T ( dest - i. iG) i.
P L T_32B rr_I.S B _F [R S T(dest - i - 4. iv l i.
P L T 32B IT_I.S B FIR STi iv, iMi i.
P U T 32BH

I.SB F IR S T,iv - 4 . iv l i.

void des cbc decrvpti DESContext "ks. unsigned char "iv.
unsigned char "dest. const unsigned char "src.
unsigned int len i
word32 ivO. i v l . do. d l. out|2|.
unsigned int i.
assert!I len &
,vi, = G I T

== Oi.

32B U

L S B _ F IR S T iiv i.

iv l = G E T _ 3 2 B n _ l.S B J T R S T ,iv * 4 , .
lor ! 1 = o.

1

< len. i

8 1

do = GET_32Brr_LSB FIR ST, src - 1 1 .
dl = G E T _ 3 2B IT _ L S B ” fIR S T i src * i * 4 1.
des encrvptidl). d l. out. ks. Oi.
ivO "= out(0|.
ivl ''= o u tjlj.
PU T_.32B fr_LSB _FIR ST,dest - i. ivOi.
PL T_.32B n _L S B _F IR S T (d est - i + 4 . iv l i.
ivO = do.
ivl = d l.
P L T_32B IT _L S B _F IR S T ( tv. iv t),.
P U T_32B IT_LS B _FIR S T( IV -r 4. iv l >.

void des_3cbc_encrvpti DESContext "ks 1, unsigned char "tv 1.
DESContext "ks2. unsigned char "iv2.
DESContext "ks3. unsigned char "iv3.
unsigned char "dest, const unsigned char "src.
unsigned int len)
des_cbc_encr>pt(ksl, iv l, dest, src, len).
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Jcs_cbc_decnpuks2. iv2. dest. dest. leni.
des cbc encrxpti ks3. iv3. dest. dest. len i.

void des_3cbc_decr\ptiDESContext * k s l. unsigned char " iv l.
DESContext "ks2. unsigned char "iv2.
DESContext "ks3. unsigned char "iv3.
unsigned char "dest. const unsigned char "src,
unsigned int len i
des cbc decrxptiks3. iv3. dest. src. lent.
des_cbc_encrxpt(ks2. iv2. dest. dest. lent,
des cbc decrxptiksl. i vl . dest. dest. lent.

# ild e t'DES J E S T
void des encrxpt bull DESContext "ks. unsigned char "out.
const unsigned char "in. int encrvpt i
vvord32 inO. m l. output(ü|.
inO = G E T 3 2 D IT J S B F IR S T ,in t.
m l = G E T _ 3 2 B IT _ L S B [F IR S T , m - 4 1.
des encrxpt, inO. ml. output, ks. encrvpt t.
P T T _ 3 2 B n I.SB FIR ST,out. output[0|,.
P L T _ 3 2 B IT _I.S B _ F IR S T ,o u t - 4. output( 111.
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